What is the clinical significance of insulin resistance?
Insulin resistance is a frequent phenomenon and a marker of increased risk for non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) and atherosclerosis. According to recent estimations, not only individuals with obesity, NIDDM, and impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) but also one fourth of the "healthy" glucose tolerant and the majority of the hypertensive population are insulin resistant. Insulin resistance describes a tissue- and pathway-specific defect of glucose metabolism that is compensated for by hyperinsulinemia, leading to a cluster of undesirable hypertensiogenic, diabetogenic, and atherogenic processes. The initial defect can be directly measured by glucose clamp and other sophisticated techniques; the clinical syndrome may be derived from a network of related variables known to be associated with reduced insulin action. Because neither clamps nor serum insulin screenings will be available on a widespread basis, early diagnosis based on clinical criteria is crucial. A new interpretation of the "thrifty" genotype hypothesis may explain why insulin resistance, which formerly apparently represented an advantage in the evolutionary selection process, is such a frequent phenomenon. Improvement of impaired insulin action as a therapeutic principle may play a future central role in an integrated lifestyle approach of primary prevention of noncommunicable diseases such as NIDDM, hypertension, and atherosclerosis.